COTY Final Results May 2020.

Please see the attached results. Updated based on information of Best of Variety wins from the website. This has nothing whatsoever to do with the GCCF office please do not try to contact them as there is currently no cover to answer phone calls, but even if that were not the case, they would be unable to assist, I have amended scores based on information received as requested on the GCCF website. These are now the FINAL result and are no longer subject to further changes to the winners.

Information re scoring is as follows:

1 point for Best of Variety
an additional Point for Overall Best of Variety (2)
an additional point Best in show (whether breed or all breed (3)

a Total of 3 points maximum per show.

an additional point, for a double (back to back show) Overall win. (will no longer be applicable for future show seasons. As not all double shows do this.

This information is also applicable to the Pet Section with the exception that to ensure the points system is as fair as possible 3 points are also awarded to the Overall Best Pet Exhibit. Not all shows have a Best kitten in the Pet section (many shows having no entries in that class, as such there are no points allocated for Kittens, unless the kitten concerned wins Best be it HP or PP or Overall in which case it receives the full allocation of points and these will be carried over to their total.

It must be remembered that the COTY are pedigree awards and the Overall winners Adult/Kitten and Neuter can only be from sections 1-6

Kittens retain their points, a kitten and could potentially go on to become the section winner based on their points total. Adults also retain their points, if ultimately Neutered for the overall total score.

**EMPHATICALLY No information should be sent to the office**
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Please feel free to post this on any sites you wish.

Points are only allocated to GCCF Breed Club and All Breed shows, no points are allocated for the GCCF Supreme Cat Show, this was at the request of exhibitors.

Titles have now been included, as far as is known these titles should be as they were at the close of the show season earlier in March. PLEASE TAKE A LITTLE TIME TO CHECK THESE FOR ACCURACY (ADVISE ME ASAP, if you believe them to be incorrect). Any +points are wins carried over from other categories e.g. Adult to Neuter or Kitten to Cat/Neuter. These points will only count in the Overall Totals, unless the exhibit is a leader in its own right for more than one category.

If you believe there is anything ambiguous in the information, provided please ask for clarification, please, before asking a question, check to see if the information required is not already available on the GCCF website or this notification.

Please notify me of any spelling errors to your exhibits name,

Please be advised if an exhibit is awarded Best of Variety at a Breed show with more than one breed in a section Best of Variety winner, NO Points will be awarded, except to the Overall winner e.g. Persian Specialist show with a Best of Variety Persian and Best of Variety Exotic, Rex Show with separate Bests, Siamese Specialist Show with a Best of Variety Siamese and also Best of Variety Oriental or by Colour, or any other combination, as the sections will have been reduced and will be unfair on other exhibits at other Shows where this is not the case.

Section 1
Adult
OLYB IMP GR CH PESILISUS RYO ISHIDO
Joint Kitten
OWLETTS APOLLO
SUGARTUMP GENTLE GIANT
Neuter
OLYG IMP GR CH and SUP UK OLYS IMP GR PR RIASCATZ DANDY LION
(Section Leader)
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Section 2
Adult
IMP GR CH MUSRAFY YURI GAGARIN
Kitten
LORDSTONES MIA FIORA
Neuter
GR PR MUSRAFY KAZIMIR (Section Leader)

Section 3
Adult
OLYG IMP GR CH FERGAN CHIVAS REGAL (Joint Section Leader)
Kitten Joint
FERGAN ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
LALLYBROCH HARLEYLICIOUS
Neuter
IMP GR PR NOONTIDE FOXGLOVE JINGLEDUST (Joint Section Leader)

Section 4
Adult
SUP UK OLYG IMP GR CH MELKELTER GALIYA GERTRUDA
Kittens Joint
CH CATTLEYA CALLYPSO
PR MERRYPURR STRIPEY-FOURTY-FOUR
KORESKA NEVA NEVSKA.
ONATUREL SPECIAL DELIVERY
Neuter
UK OLYB IMP GR PR TYPHAST KIMI OF ZIGGIAN (Section Leader)

Section 5
Adult
IMP GR CH FANDANGO BERYL THE PERIL
Kitten
RAWEKE RUSSIAN DOLL
Neuter
OLYG IMP GR CH and OLYB IMP GR PR CATMARIAN EVITA (Section Leader)

Section 6
Adult
IMP GR CH MARILLJOS BOSS IN MOTION
Kitten
GR CH SISAR MANHATTAN
Neuter
UK OLYG IMP GR PR PIPPASTRO I HAVE CINNED

NP
DAZ.
PP
OLYG IMP GR MC TALULA TRUFFLE (Section Leader)
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Overall Adult Joint
OLYG IMP GR CH FERGAN CHIVAS REGAL
SUP UK OLYG IMP GR CH MELKELTER GALIYA GERTRUDA

Overall Kitten
RAWEKE RUSSIAN DOLL

Overall Neuter
OLYG IMP GR CH and SUP UK OLYG IMP GR PR RIASCATZ DANDY LION

Overall COTY winner
OLYG IMP GR CH and SUP UK OLYG IMP GR PR RIASCATZ DANDY LION

These scores are now confirmed and there will be no further changes to the winners, other than spelling or title amendments if notified by the owner.

MANY, MANY CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WINNERS SOME WHO HAVE HELD THEIR POSITION MORE THAN ONCE.

Please note points have had 6 week to be verified and have now been removed.
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